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Winston Churchill Was ‘Serial Paedophile’ Who Liked
‘Buggering Young Boys’

NOVEMBER 16, 2017 SEAN ADL-TABATABAI NEWS, UK,
Winston Churchill was a prolific paedophile who enjoyed
‘buggering young boys,’ according to explosive diary entries. Sir

John Rupert “Jock” Colville, former British civil servant to Churchill,
exposed the former wartime Prime Minister in a series of shocking diary
extracts. Truth News reports: Churchill had huge gambling, drinking and
whoring bills, and Jock Colville claimed he usually insisted on ginger
haired prostitutes, so they bought him a ginger tomcat as a private joke.

Churchill’s Sandhurst file, the original and proper one lists him as, ‘a
confirmed sodomite and a menace to the younger boys’ (Courtesy of Guy
Burgess diaries) this waywardness allowed Churchill to be used by the
bankers, under the carrot and the stick, you do as we say and you get paid
x amount, you don’t do as we say and we ruin you. In WWI Churchill
took bankers cash in the name of Colonel Arden, and WWII his secretary
said several names were used, Mr. A Conner’s was alleged to be just one.

How Britain came to be in the EU under such disastrous terms was because
Edward Heath was allegedly a cuprophiliac, he would regularly take boys
from certain care homes away on his boat for weekends. His sheets had
to be perfectly white, clean ironed and perfumed, Heaths obsession with
this made the boats name ‘Morning Cloud’ the subject of many in house
jokes, nevertheless he was seriously warned 4 times by the police for
hanging around public toilets, special branch had to appoint a man
especially to protect him, it was Liberal party Leader Jeremy Thorpe’s
threat to bring down Edward Heath and a big bunch of other politicians,
which got him off the Norman Scott attempted murder court case. The
name ‘Mr. Eddy’ was well known on Hampstead Heath and the boys home
nearby in the seventies.
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Labour politician Tom Driberg was said to spend as much time in public
lavatories as the houses of parliament and he gave in 1972 a long list of
top people involved in ‘blackmail-able’ sexual pursuits to M I 5. This
same list in the same order would later turn up in the KGB London office,
top of this list was Sir Anthony Blunt, who was believed to be a procurer
of men and young lads, when a person dies their bowels tighten then
release, and Blunt was said to have strangled young boys while being
sodomized in ‘snuff’ killings, this is supposed to heighten the sexual
climax. He would obtain boys from care homes for David Temple, who
was also known as ‘Soxon Rothschild’, because he always kept his socks
on while naked.

Blunt knew actor Peter Arne who allegedly would take food to tramps
sleeping in the local park in exchange for sex and Arne had contacts at
the top of the political tree, and was picked out by several boys in mug
shot pics as hanging about outside boys schools. In 1983 at Bow St
Magistrates Court a certain Charles Lynton was fined £50 for attempted
soliciting in city toilets, the police notes were to disappear later along with
several prior verbal warnings, Charles Lynton was at university well
known as ‘Miranda’ a promiscuous cross dresser who played a guitar
badly. Charles Lynton is Tony Blair’s middle names, and it was lord levy
who funded and greased Tony Blair through the hoop into the prime
minister’s office for one reason, the Iraq war.

Peter Mandelson and Cherie Blair hated each other, Mandelson as top
Rothschild apparatchik for Britian was rumoured to boss and bully Blair,
but after a row with the French the newspapers were tipped off
anonymously that Frederic Mitterrand was paying young boys for sex,
but a small security firm phone tapping for a newspaper, claimed the tip
came from Mandelson’s people.

The NSA whistle-blower David Murphy-Fawkes has said they listened in
to all Tony Blairs calls, as the US senate saw him as a lightweight
‘Pinocchio’ figure.

In March 2003 Peter Mandelson officially endorsed Leo Gillan as his
political candidate, who then lost out to a man in a monkey suit, ‘hangus’
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the monkey was offering a free banana to schoolchildren, ‘hangus’ was
an in joke on the campaign to hang war criminals such as Saddam Hussein
and Tony Blair.

Mandelson while business minister showed his true metal while holidaying
on Deripaska’s yacht, now Deripaska is banned under organized crime
regs in the USA, but according to the Daily Mail 23rd May 2010, Nat
Rothschild, Deripaska and Mandelson shook hands on a £500 million
aluminium deal that cost many Britons their jobs, much of this is said to
be in chemtrail drops.

These 3 were joked about in the MI5 canteen as ‘the axis of evil’ and ‘the
3 Jew-boys’ and when Mandelson was admitted into a French hospital
recently with prostate problems, the French doctors report told of felching
injuries, felching is the gay sport where a cardboard tube is pushed into
the rectum and a small furry animal slid down inside, our Peter apparently
was scratched internally rather badly.

Peter Mandelson is controlling director of the NSPCC, and when Margaret
Hodge (Oppenheimer) was children’s minister she lived next door to Tony
Blair, they also knew childline funders Sarah Caplin and Esther Rantzen,
who are connected to TV mogul Michael Grade.

The Metropolitan police tell us that a score of scandals have hit children’s
homes across the country, and strangely all has gone very silent, except
for the Holly Greg case, now this is the only one that involves a girl all
the rest being boys, one reporter for a newspaper asked Westminster police
why has all this not got out,? and pointed at chief children’s minister Mrs.
Hodge?, and asked if this was a conspiracy of silence and if so why?

Interestingly a score of names of frequent visitors to these care homes
including pop musicians DJs and top politicians. Was a gag order imposed
by Tony Blair,? including mention that Gordon Brown was close to several
rent boys and Sarah Macauley was paid £50,000 to marry him and stay
the course, this out of publisher Robert Maxwell’s ‘black widow fund’
which went usually to Zionist activists. Maxwell’s daughter Ghislaine is
said to be fund administrator and close to Prince Andrew, and all this is
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why no politician does what it says on the tin, because they have to dance
to the paymasters tune ‘He who pays the piper, calls the tune.
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